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Priniple of Relativity involving all, not only subluminal, inertial frames leads to the disturbane
of ausal laws in a way known from the fundamental postulates of Quantum Theory. We show
how quantum indeterminay based on omplex probability amplitudes with superposition priniple
emerges from Speial Relativity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experiments devised to test Bell's theorem [1℄ indi-
ate that the fundamental laws of physis an't be formu-
lated using loal and deterministi mode of desription.
Aording to Einstein who disbelieved the fundamental
meaning of Quantum Theory, and his famous metaphor
the die are indeed being played by someone. By who?
The purpose of this paper is to show that, ironially,
the reason for suh a mysterious behavior of Nature orig-
inates from a more fundamental theory - Speial Relativ-
ity. It is well known that onsidering superluminal par-
tiles or inertial observers leads to violations of a ausal
mode of desription. In this paper we show however, that
suh onsiderations do not lead neither to the possibility
of sending superluminal information nor to any aausal
paradoxes but only to the known quantum features, suh
as indeterminay of the result of a single measurement
and the desription of motion involving omplex ampli-
tudes undergoing linear superposition.
In Se. II we show that no superluminal ommuni-
ation is possible even if the tahyons interating with
matter existed, in Se. III we derive the transformations
for all inertial observers and introdue extended version
of the Priniple of Relativity. Se. IV and V present
how quantum desription of motion with omplex am-
plitudes undergoing linear superposition arises when we
aount for superluminal observers. In Se. VI we disuss
the possibility of existene of tahyons and Se. VII on-
ludes the paper. Detailed mathematial onsiderations
are shifted to Appendies A and B.
II. REASON FOR ACAUSALITY
Suppose that some loal and ontrollable proess is re-
sponsible for the emission of a tahyon with the veloity
w > c by a massive partile at rest - we will denote this
event A - see Fig. 1a). After a while the tahyon reahes
a detetor loated at a distant point - event B in Fig. 1a).
Other inertial observer moving with a relative sublumi-
nal veloity V > c2/w nds out that the time ordering of
the events is opposite - Fig. 1b). He observes a tahyon
∗
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FIG. 1: Spaetime diagrams of a proess of sending a tahyon as
seen by two inertial observers: a) partile emitted from A and absorbed
in B, b) reversed proess in a dierent inertial frame.
emitted by the detetor B and reahing the emitter A af-
ter a while. Let us answer the following question - what
proess taking plae in the detetor B in the seond iner-
tial frame ould be responsible for the at of emission of
the tahyon? Obviously, no suh reason may exist in the
past world-line of the detetor B, as we assumed that the
proess behind the tahyon's emission takes plae loally
in A. This indiates that in the seond inertial frame the
at of emission of the tahyon from the detetor B is ab-
solutely spontaneous and deprived of any ause. Sine no
frame is preferred we dedue that the emission A in the
rst inertial frame also had to be spontaneous. Our on-
lusion is that there is no loal, deterministi theory that
ould desribe emission of a tahyon. Sine it must be a
spontaneous proess, no tahyon an be used in superlu-
minal ommuniation, beause the information sent over
by a loal observer would be ompletely out of ontrol.
No ausal paradoxes arise.
To haraterize the proess of deay of a "lassial"
partile into a given pair of partiles one has to speify
six omponents of the momenta of the produts of the
deay. There are only four equations expressing the on-
servation of energy and momentum, so the momenta of
the produts of the deay an't be set uniquely (with one
exeption that will be disussed later). It follows from
the analogous reasoning as above that there an be no
loal deterministi theory that ould determine the mo-
mentum of the emitted tahyon. Its momentum must be
therefore attributed spontaneously.
2III. ALL INERTIAL OBSERVERS
Consider two inertial frames (unprimed and primed)
in a relative motion with the veloity V . Our goal is to
determine the most general form of a transformation of
oordinates between the two frames. The only assump-
tion that we impose is the Galilean Priniple of Relativity
[2℄. It follows that the possible transformation must be
linear so that equations do not distinguish any instant of
time or point in spae and the oeients must be fun-
tions of the relative veloity only. From the Priniple
of Relativity we also obtain the inversed transformation.
Assuming the relative motion along the ommon x and
x′ axis we obtain:
x′ = A(V )x+B(V ) t,
x = A(−V )x′ +B(−V ) t′. (1)
From the denition of a relative motion the point x′ =
0 is desribed in the unprimed frame by the equation
x = V t. Therefore from the rst equation (1) we get
B(V )
A(V ) = −V . Using this identity we an narrow down the
set of possible transformations (1) to the form:
x′ = A(V )(x − V t),
t′ = A(V )
(
t− A(V )A(−V )− 1
V 2A(V )A(−V ) V x
)
. (2)
Consider three inertial frames in a relative motion along
the x ‖ x′ ‖ x′′ axis. Let the primed frame move with
the veloity V1 relative to the unprimed frame, and let
the bised frame move with the veloity V2 relative to the
primed one. We determine the transformation between
the bised and unprimed system of oordinates:
x′′ = A(V1)A(V2)x
(
1 + V1V2
A(V1)A(−V1)− 1
V 21 A(V1)A(−V1)
)
−A(V1)A(V2)(V1 + V2)t. (3)
Let us assume that if an objet Amoves with a veloity V
relative to an objet B then B moves relative to A with
the veloity −V . Therefore the transformation above
should remain unhanged after the interhange V1 ↔ V2.
Hene we obtain the ondition:
A(V1)A(−V1)− 1
V 21 A(V1)A(−V1)
=
A(V2)A(−V2)− 1
V 22 A(V2)A(−V2)
. (4)
The equality of an unknown funtion for two arbitrary
arguments V1 and V2 means that the funtion must be
onstant:
A(V )A(−V )− 1
V 2A(V )A(−V ) = K. (5)
Consider a frame with a lok with an inversed meha-
nism, so that the time ow and all the veloities have the
opposite signs. If the time reversal does not hange the
spatial oordinates then from the equation (2) we obtain
the ondition A(−V ) = A(V ) allowing us to determine
A(V ) = ± 1√
1−KV 2 . After the hoie of a sign that guar-
anties a smooth transition x′ → x when V → 0 we obtain
the nal form of the transformation from the equations
(2):
x′ =
x− V t√
1−KV 2 ,
t′ =
t−KV x√
1−KV 2 . (6)
The fundamental onstant K determining a relation be-
tween spatial dimension x and the temporal dimension t
an be equal to zero, be positive or negative. The rst
two options orrespond to Galilean and Lorentz trans-
formations, respetively. The senario of a negative K
desribes the world with a four-dimensional Eulidean
spae with the fourth dimension t strethed by a fator
of
√−K, and the derived transformation is just a rota-
tion in the plane xt by the angle tanα =
√−KV . There
are four spaetime dimensions known, oeients K de-
sribing the relations between pairs of spatial dimensions
are all equal to −1 and the oeients relating time and
spae are all measured to be equal to 1/c2.
To determine the transformation for the perpendi-
ular spatial diretion we note that it must be time-
independent. The only isotropi transformation is there-
fore of the form y′ = C(V )y, z′ = C(V )z. Let us onsider
a proess of inserting a key into a keyhole with the ve-
loity V . If |C(V )| < 1 then in the rest frame of the
keyhole the key is perpendiularily ontrated and it an
t in even more easily. However in the key's rest frame
the keyhole is ontrated and key an't t in at all. The
same inonsisteny is obtained for |C(V )| > 1, so we
onlude that the only allowable transformation yields
C(V ) = ±1. Sine we demand that for V → 0 the trans-
formation beomes identity, we obtain y′ = y and z′ = z.
The transformation law (6) is determined onlyf for the
subluminal veloities V < c. One an however derive the
formulas for the ase of superluminal veloities as well.
We will onsider the ase of an antisymmetri funtion
A(−V ) = −A(V ). This assumption leads to the on-
lusion that the time reversal t → −t and onsequently
V → −V yield the transformation x′ → −x′ and t′ → t′.
This follows diretly from the equations (2). The rea-
son for suh a surprising symmetry law will beome lear
when we derive the nal form of the equations. From the
formula (5) with K = 1c2 we obtain A(W ) = ± W/|W |√W 2/c2−1
determined for W > c (from now on we will use W 's
to denote superluminal veloities and Greek symbols to
denote quantities in superluminal frames). The extra
W/|W | fator is the only antisymmetri funtion ofW of
modulus equal to one. The sign of the funtion A(W ) is
3not uniquely determined therefore we obtain [3℄:
χ′ = ± W|W |
x−Wt√
W 2/c2 − 1 ,
τ ′ = ± W|W |
t−Wx/c2√
W 2/c2 − 1 , (7)
where χ′ is spatial and τ ′ temporal dimension related to
the superluminal observer moving with the given veloity
W . The last statement is supported by the fat that a
temporal axis of a frame o-moving with a given objet
must oinide with the world-line of the objet.
As an example example we onsider the observer mov-
ing with an innite veloity along the x axis. It follows
that he pereives the spatial dimension x as the temporal
dimension τ and the temporal dimension t as the spatial
dimension χ (we hoose the negative sign):
χ = ct,
cτ = x. (8)
This relation justies the unusual symmetry of the super-
luminal transformation disussed previously - the time
reversal operation t → −t must be related to χ → −χ,
not τ → −τ , as in the subluminal ase. For the two-
dimensional spaetime all the inertial frames inluding
the superluminal ones ould be postulated to be om-
pletely undistinguishable by any laws of physis. In the
four-dimensional spaetime, however, the issue is muh
more deliate, beause of the transformation properties
of the remaining oordinates y and z [3℄. To dedue their
transformation law we an repeat the same reasoning, as
for the subluminal ase. In this ase there is no zero-
veloity limit, so the transversal oordinates are dened
up to a sign. Let us denote the four-position of the super-
luminal observer with (χ′, cτ ′x, cτ
′
y, cτ
′
z) and assume the
remaining oordinates to be cτ ′y = ±y and cτ ′z = ±z.
Using these and the equations (7) we derive the transfor-
mation law for the spaetime interval:
c2∆t2 −∆r2 = ∆χ′2 − c2∆τ ′2, (9)
where r = (x, y, z) and τ ′ = (τ ′x, τ
′
y, τ
′
z). To guaran-
tee the preservation of the interval we dene the inter-
val in the superluminal frame as the right-hand side of
the above equation. As we have already pointed out a
temporal axis of a frame o-moving with a given objet
must oinide with the world-line of the objet, hene τ ′x
must be temporal and χ′ - spatial oordinate. The nature
of the remaining oordinates τ ′y and τ
′
z is reognized as
temporal dimensions due to their sign in the metri (the
same as τ ′x). The transformations (7) together with the
perpendiular oordinate transformation is an element of
the Lorentz Group, orresponding to the subluminal ve-
loity V = c2/w therefore they preserve the light-one
struture of the spaetime. The inside-one four-vetors
remain inside the light-one after an arbitrary transfor-
mation and the outside-one four-vetors remain outside.
The only new harateristis of the superluminal observer
is that all his time-like four-vetors are (by the deni-
tion) outside-one vetors and the spatial four-vetors
live inside the one. The fat that there are three tem-
poral dimensions τ and a single spatial dimension χ will
be disussed later, at this point we only guess that the
spaetime seen from a tahyoni inertial frame has om-
pletely dierent physial properties from the properties
known from subluminal frames of referene. This seems
to essentially limit the possibility of formulation the Prin-
iple of Relativity for all inertial frames [3℄, although all
subluminal frames are relativistially equivalent to eah
other and so are all the superluminal frames. However we
an sustain a weaker postulate, neessary in any sheme
involving the onept of spaetime. The postulated ver-
sion of the Priniple of Relativity for all the frames will
be stated in the following way: if a physial proess or
event takes plae in one inertial frame, it will also take
plae in any other inertial frame. The onsidered pro-
ess or event may possibly have quite dierent properties
aording to distinguishable harater of the metri in
subluminal and superluminal frames but, the fat that it
took plae an't depend on the frame of referene.
The transformation between two superluminal frames
an be already dedued from the reversed transforms be-
tween a stationary frame and two arbitrary superlumi-
nal frames. It turns out that suh transformation does
not depend on the sign of the transformation (6), whih
shows that the hoie of the sign is, to some degree, only
a matter of onvention.
Lorentz transformation between sub- and for superlu-
minal frames has several testable properties, for example
a superluminal objet moving with the veloity w along
the x axis is observed as longitudinally distorted in suh
a way that its length ∆x equals:
∆x = ± w|w|∆χ
√
w2/c2 − 1, (10)
where ∆χ is the objet's stationary length. There is also
a new form of the time ow disturbane of a superluminal
lok:
∆t = ∓ w|w|
∆τx√
w2/c2 − 1 ,
∆τy = ∆τz = 0 (11)
so that for w =
√
2c the length and the time ow are the
same in the stationary and the tahyon's rest frame.
Finally, in Appendix A we derive and disuss the sim-
plest andidates for the energy-momentum four-vetor of
a tahyon of a mass parameter µ, heliity ± = ±1 (in-
evitable in the desription) and veloity w:
E =
±µc2√
w2/c2 − 1 ,
p =
±µw√
w2/c2 − 1 ,
(12)
4FIG. 2: Elasti emission of a tahyon: a) by a massive partile, b)
by another tahyon, ) proess b) seen by a dierent inertial observer.
where the transformation law for ± takes the form
±
′ = ± sgn
(
c2 −w · V ). Consider a deay presented in
Fig. 2a), when the deaying partile reverses its veloity
while emitting an innitely fast moving tahyon. The
tahyon's momentum equals µc, and the diretion of the
emission oinides with the diretion of the veloity of
the deaying partile. For given masses m and µ and
the veloity v no other proess of deay is possible - this
is the above mentioned exeption when the onservation
laws uniquely dene the momenta of the produts of the
deay. While the momentum is well determined, the po-
sition of the tahyon is ompletely unknown as it travels
with the innite veloity. This seems onsistent with the
onlusions of the Heisenberg's Priniple of Unertainty.
IV. PREFERRED SCALES
We have shown that the proess of emission shown in
Fig. 2a) an't be desribed by a loal deterministi the-
ory. The same follows for the proess shown in Fig. 2b)
- one an see this by taking the point of view of another
observer - Fig. 2). It is lear that it is not possible to
attribute to any of the tahyons a hidden parameter that
would govern the proess and determine the moment of
its ourrene.
However, aording to the transformation (8) the dia-
gram 2b) shows how innitely fast moving observer per-
eives the proess of the deay of a massive partile into
a pair of massive partiles. From the Priniple of Rela-
tivity we onlude that the onept of hidden variables
steering the proess of the deay of massive partiles an-
not be introdued also in subluminal inertial frames. If
there is no loal deterministi parameter in superluminal
frames, there annot be loal deterministi parameters in
subluminal frames. Therefore all the possible proesses of
deay must be spontaneous.
The reasoning above agrees with our knowledge of the
proesses taking plae in the realm of elementary parti-
les but seems to ontradit our experiene with maro-
sopial, massive objets. For example an ordinary bomb
explodes into many piees at a well dened instant of
time. Obviously the moment of explosion an be fore-
seen in advane. We propose the following solution of
this paradox.
An at of deay is an aausal phenomenon i.e. dif-
ferent partiles will deay at random instants with some
probability density ̺ dened for a unit of proper time
assigned to the deaying partile (if the partile has no
"memory" of its past then ̺ should be onstant). The
unit of ̺ annot be expressed with the units of a mass
and veloity only. Therefore there must be a new funda-
mental onstant having the unit of time, or equivalently
the unit of spae. The new onstant an have also any
other dimensionality that an be saled into the unit of
time using mass and veloity. For the historial reason
we assume this fundamental onstant to have the unit of
an angular momentum - the Plank's onstant ℏ:
[̺] =
[
µc2
~
]
. (13)
There is only one more fundamental onstant known that
has a dimensionality allowing one to reover the unit of
time - it is the gravitational onstant G, in a at spae-
time, however, it annot play any meaningful role.
Considering spontaneous ats of deay leads inevitably
to a preferred time-sale of the proess. This sale, pro-
portional to ℏ turns out to be, for the most proesses,
muh shorter than a typial time-sale of proesses ob-
served in the marosopial world. Therefore for the most
of the marosopial proesses the probabilities of pos-
sible deays are approximately equal to one.
Desribing the lassial domain does not involve on-
sidering systems ontaining a huge number of subsys-
tems, but rather taking into aount the time-sales (or
spatial sales) muh larger than the sales typial for the
spontaneous proesses. There are many physial systems
ontaining large number of partiles, whih reveal quan-
tum properties when observed in the proper sales. A
free neutron has an average lifetime of 10 minutes. This
means that a bomb triggered by a deay of a single neu-
tron will explode in a random moment, introduing a
fundamental indeterminay into the marosopial world.
This example illustrates that it is not a number of parti-
les, but the typial time-sale that determines the las-
sial (or quantum) harater of the proess.
Going bak to the example of exploding bomb we on-
lude that the indeterminay of the moment of explosion
is still present, although on a tiny time-sale. The proba-
bility of an explosion within a miroseond is pratially
equal to unity and that is why suh an explosion may
seem to be deterministi on the lassial sales.
Another interesting question arising from the fat that
all the deays must be spontaneous is the following: if we
an't send messages with soures of tahyons, how an
we send messages with soures of massive partiles? The
asymmetry originates from the fat that we an shield
a soure of massive partiles and modulate the signal by
unovering the soure, but we annot do it with soures of
tahyons. From the diagrams in Fig. 1 it follows that ev-
ery objet apable of absorbing tahyons must also emit
them, hene no shielding is possible.
5FIG. 3: Spaetime diagrams showing: a) motion of a partile ob-
served from two inertial frames. In the rest frame (ct, x) a tahyon
departs from A, reets in α and goes bak to B. In the frame moving
innitely fast (cτ, χ) a soure α emits a partile whih travels both
towards A and B simultaneously; b) partile emitted in a superposition
state from A, reeted at α and β and deteted at B; ) proess b)
seen by a dierent inertial observer; d) partile emitted in A turns into
a superposition after sattering in α - another observer sees a triple
superposition of a partile emitted in α; e) multiple non-interseting
paths allowed for a partile moving between A and B; f) interseting
paths - an example of a non-lassial behavior of a partile that an
be desribed using the rules of the lassial probability.
V. SUPERPOSITION OF WORLD-LINES
Consider the frame (ct, x) in whih a partile of a well-
dened momentum is emitted in A - Fig. 3a). Let it be
reeted in α and arrive at B. The partile that reahes
B must rst ome aross the path Aα and then aross the
path αB. Therefore if the observer plaes two detetors in
the points interseting the two pathways then the dete-
tion of the partile on the path Aα preludes the partile
from being deteted on the path αB and vie versa. If
the partile is deteted on the path αB then it ould not
have been absorbed earlier on the path Aα. From the
Priniple of Relativity it follows that the same situation
must take plae in all inertial frames. Another observer
moving innitely fast along the x axis, who desribes the
same spaetime with the oordinates (cτ, χ) will interpret
the same ourse of events in a dierent way. Aording
to him there is a soure loated at α that emits a parti-
le with an unertain momentum. After the emission the
partile an arrive either at the point A or B, but if the
observer plaes two detetors on paths αA and αB, only
one of these detetors an absorb the partile emitted in
α. This indiates that we have to attribute two world-
lines to a single partile, but when we try to loalize
the partile, its presene is revealed on a single pathway
only - we will all suh a phenomenon a superposition of
world-lines.
Let us try to nd a relativistially invariant expres-
sion haraterizing a spaetime path of a partile moving
along two world-lines. The unknown invariant expres-
sion P
path
for a given double path may depend only on
the relativisti invariants assigned to the spae-time path
and the energy-momentum of the partile. There is only
one invariant not depending on the shape of the path
- the relativisti salar produt of the four-position and
the four-momentum - it will be alled a phase φ. For a
partile having the energy E, momentum p and moving
along a given pathway the phase equals:
φ
path
= ℏ−1
∫
path
(E dt− p · dr), (14)
where the proportionality onstant has been introdued
to keep the phase dimensionless. The phase multiplied by
the onstant fator ℏ/mc2 an be also interpreted as the
proper time or a lassial ation assoiated with the path.
Let us investigate how suh a double path transforms to
another frame of referene. Consider a situation when a
tahyoni partile is emitted in A - Fig. 3b) and reeted
in α and β so that speed is dereased on both paths. None
of the two paths is distinguished therefore the invariant P
should be a symmetri funtion of the phases alulated
for the two paths:
P(φ1, φ2) = P(φ2, φ1), (15)
where the indies refer to the paths AαB and AβB tra-
versed by the partile - Fig. 3b). Observing the same
proess from a moving frame of referene gives a dierent
piture of the situation - Fig. 3). The moving observer
laims that the partile is emitted in α and follows two
paths. One of them leads diretly to B and on the other
the partile is sattered twie - in A and β, and onse-
utively reahes B. In this inertial frame the invariant P
is desribed by dierent paths 1′ referring to αB and 2′
referring to αAβB with the respetive phases:
φ1′ = φ1 − φAα,
φ2′ = φ2 + φαA, (16)
where φαA = −φAα. For an arbitrary proess desribed
by a losed spae-time loop, as in Fig. 3b) or 3) the
phase φαA an take an arbitrary value, therefore from
the ondition
P(φ1, φ2) = P(φ1′ , φ2′), (17)
and the equation (15) follows that P must be a symmetri
funtion of the phase dierene only P(|φ1−φ2|). We see
that suh an invariant annot be fatorized into a sum of
funtions P depending on the single paths only:
P(|φ1 − φ2|) 6= P (φ1) + P (φ2). (18)
The problem of the partile's motion along two spae-
time paths an be generalized to multiple paths using the
indution method. Suppose a partile emitted in A and
reeted in α nds itself in a superposition of two world
lines - Fig. 3d). One of the lines is direted towards the
event B, while the other one towards some other event B'.
Another observer viewing the proess nds the partile in
6a superposition of three world-lines originating from the
event α. The further generalization is straightforward.
A relativisti invariant desribing n non-interseting
spaetime paths linking two events will be denoted
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) - see Fig. 3e). In order to determine
its expliit form we will postulate the following four ax-
ioms. We will assume that the invariant P must be a
smooth funtion of phases only and does not depend on
the paths' topology. The funtion must also be om-
pletely symmetri, i.e. for an arbitrary permutation π of
an n-element set we have:
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) = P(n)(φpi(1), φpi(2), . . . , φpi(n)).
(19)
The third axiom demands that the funtion does not de-
pend on the arrow of time, therefore it must be invariant
under the inversion:
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) = P(n)(−φ1,−φ2, . . . ,−φn). (20)
In order to introdue the last axiom let us go bak to
the disussion of the expression (18). Aording to this
equation in the simplest ase of the two paths the invari-
ant P does not fatorize into a sum of two expressions,
as required for the lassial probability [4℄. This is the
onsequene of a non-lassial harater of a superpo-
sition. However there is a speial ase when the rules
of the lassial probability may apply to the presently
developed formalism. The fourth axiom expresses the
probability-like harater of the invariant P . Consider a
set of interseting paths shown in Fig. 3f) - if n paths
linking A and α traversed by a partile interset with m
paths between α and B then the presene of a partile
in a spaetime loation α is ertain. In this ase we an
apply the law of omposition of lassial probabilities.
If our invariant funtion P is to express the probability
for a partile to take a given omposite path then in the
onsidered ase the probability should be a produt of
two probabilities for the motion along the paths linking
A with α and the paths linking α with B. This is the
ontent of our last axiom:
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn)P(m)(ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξm) = P(nm)(φ1 + ξ1, φ1 + ξ2, φ1 + ξ3, . . . , φn + ξm). (21)
Sine we an permutate the arguments appearing on the left-hand side of the equation, the arguments of the funtion
on the right-hand side must involve sums of all the possible pairs of phases φi+ξj . In the above ondition we have also
used the rst axiom assuming that the invariant expression desribing n non-interseting paths depited in Fig. 3e)
oinides with the expression desribing n interseting paths shown in Fig. 3f). Let us underline that the above set of
axioms is a set of neessary, but not suient onditions for the invariant P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) to dene a probability.
One an easily hek that the following funtion is smooth and obeys the onditions (19), (20), and (21):
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) = 1
nA
(
eαφ1 + eαφ2 + . . .+ eαφn
) (
e−αφ1 + e−αφ2 + . . .+ e−αφn
)
, (22)
where A and α are arbitrary onstants. In Appendix B
we show that a general solution of the problem is given
by a produt of arbitrarily many basi solutions of the
form (22).
For an innite number of paths the expression (22)
beomes innite for any real α. In order to keep the in-
variant nite for arbitrary phases one has to take into
aount only imaginary α = ±i|α|. The modulus |α| an
be assoiated with an arbitrary value of the Plank's on-
stant ℏ, so without the loss of generality we an assume
|α| = 1 for a basi solution. If we onsider n idential
paths and demand P(n)(φ, φ, . . . , φ) = P(1)(φ) we obtain
the ondition A = 2. Hene we an introdue the follow-
ing notation:
〈B|A〉 = 1
n
(
eiφ1 + eiφ2 + . . .+ eiφn
)
, (23)
where A and B are two spaetime events and the sum
extends over all n allowable paths onneting events A
and B. In this notation we have 〈A|B〉∗ = 〈B|A〉 and our
simplest probability-like relativisti invariant redues to:
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) = 〈A|B〉〈B|A〉. (24)
So it goes. Considering innite number of paths linking
two spaetime events we end up with the Feynmanian
theory in whih one has to take into aount a sum over
all possible histories with omplex amplitudes based on
lassial ation attributed to eah path.
This piture an be intuitively understood on the
ground of a weird hypothesis that in the lass of superlu-
minal inertial frames there are three temporal dimensions
and eah of them ows exatly as it happens with the sin-
gle temporal dimension in subluminal frames. The last
statement demands the abandonment of the onept of
the world-line when onsidering superluminal observers.
For suh observers no arrow of time is preferred therefore
it is natural to assume that all the objets observed by
a superluminal observer grow older along all diretions
of time τ . Consequently in the arbitrary superluminal
frame every physial objet traversing a given point in the
7spaetime should have a three-dimensional world-line - a
world-sphere attributed to it. The above peuliar prini-
ple leads to the well-known experimental fats observed
in the subluminal frames. From the Priniple of Relativ-
ity it follows that in the arbitrary subluminal frame every
partile must also have a spae-time sphere attributed to
it in eah spae-time loation of the partile. The last
statement is known as a part of the Huygens' Priniple
originally formulated to desribe light and many years
later disovered to apply also to any matter. The Prin-
iple states that every point in spae traversed by light is
a soure of a new spherial wave. What follows is that
in order to desribe a motion of a partile one has to
take into aount all possible spae-time paths, whih we
have just onluded on the ground of the four elementary
axioms.
VI. SYMMETRIES
Let us onsider a senario when a partile desribed
by one of the four-momentum (12) exists in Nature. In
order to alulate its energy and momentum one has to
determine not only the partile's mass and veloity, but
also an additional parameter ±. The only known salar
intrinsi degree of freedom of a free, unharged partile
is its heliity. Let us therefore study the ase, when ±
has the symmetry properties of the heliity. The time
reversal transformation T leaves the heliity unhanged,
while the spatial reetion P hanges its sign:
T± = ±
P± = −±. (25)
Suppose that a proess of deay of a massive partile
and a partile desribed by (12) takes plae, as depited
in Fig. 1a). We assume that the total energy and mo-
mentum is onserved. The time reversal operation T
hanges signs of veloities, therefore both four-vetors
(12) transform identially and T is a symmetry of the
proess. However, under the parity transformation P
the onsidered four-vetors hange in a dierent fash-
ion, whih means that after the spatial reversal P neither
energy, nor momentum will be onserved in the proess.
This shows that the proess will have no right to take
plae.
These onsiderations are based on the assumption that
± has the properties of the heliity. One an, however,
take into aount partiles of dierent types, harater-
ized by ± obeying other transformation rules, so that
other symmetries apply to the onsidered types od de-
ays, in partiular the time reversal wouldn't have to be
a symmetry. If we assume that the onjugation C reverses
the diretion of ± (as disussed in detail in Appendix A)
and we demand the overall operation of CPT to be a sym-
metry then either the parity or the time reversal symme-
try must be broken in the interation of given partiles.
The latter is represented by:
T± = −±
P± = ±. (26)
Existene of tahyons interating with matter, whose en-
ergy and momentum depend on the veloity and the he-
liity parameter ± aording to the expression (12) leads
to the violation of the parity symmetry, whih, as we
know is not obeyed in the weak interations. This sug-
gests that tahyoni partiles play some role in the weak
interations and the present mode of desription of these
interations should be understood only as an eetive
theory.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the disturbanes of ausal laws
resulting from the extension of the Priniple of Rel-
ativity to superluminal frames oinide with the laws
known from the basi postulates of Quantum Theory.
There's a method in the madness - it follows that Quan-
tum Theory is relativisti to the roots and the term
"non-relativisti quantum mehanis" is an oxymoron
like "non-relativisti eletrodynamis". The presented
results do not indiate that the tahyons must exist, how-
ever it would be surprising if they didn't. There are not
too many new preditions, exept for the suspiion that
the tahyons should take part in the weak interations.
Moreover the deeper understanding of the roots of Quan-
tum Theory may be helpful in onstruting the still un-
known quantum theory of gravity. It seems neessary
that suh a theory should take into aount not only sub-
luminal, but also superluminal lass of loal observers.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE
ENERGY-MOMENTUM FOUR-VECTORS
A four-vetor A ≡ (A0,A), by the denition trans-
forms to the inertial frame moving with the veloity V
aording to the formulas:
A0
′
=
A0 − A·Vc√
1− V 2c2
,
A′ = A− A · V
V 2
V +
A·V
V 2 V −A0 Vc√
1− V 2c2
.
(A1)
8We are looking for all the four-vetors A that do trans-
form in a ovariant way, thus obeying the equation:
A
′
(v,A) = A(v′,A′), (A2)
where v is veloity transforming aording to the for-
mula:
v′ =
√
1− V 2c2
(
v − v·VV 2 V
)− V + v·VV 2 V
1− v·Vc2
, (A3)
and A ≡ (A0,A) is an additional parameter - a value
of the four-vetor A in a seleted inertial frame.
It turns out that there are only four linearly indepen-
dent four-vetors A obeying the ondition (A2):(
1√
1− v2/c2 ,
v/c√
1− v2/c2
)
, (A4a)(
s · v/c√
1− v2/c2 , s−
s · v
v2
v +
(s · v)v/v2√
1− v2/c2
)
, (A4b)(
sgn (s ·w)√
w2/c2 − 1 ,
sgn (s ·w)w/c√
w2/c2 − 1
)
, (A4) w
2/c2√
w2/c2−1 − |s ·w| /c
|s ·w| /c−
√
w2/c2 − 1 ,
w/c√
w2/c2−1 − sgn(s ·w)s
|s ·w| /c−
√
w2/c2 − 1
 ,
(A4d)
where the funtion sgn(x) returns the sign of its argument
x and s is a dimensionless unit vetor or pseudo-vetor
undergoing a Wigner-Thomas preession by Lorentz
transform. The rst pair of four-vetors is dened for
subluminal veloities |v| < c and the seond pair for the
superluminal veloities |w| > c. Moreover the parame-
ters determining the four-vetors (A4) and (A4d) must
obey the ondition w2 − c2 < (s · w)2. The proof is
following.
Suppose that the frame of referene for whih A =
A is the frame for whih v = 0 then the transition to
a frame moving with a relative veloity −V , for whih
v′ = V yields:
A0(V ,A) = A
0 + A·Vc√
1− V 2c2
,
A(V ,A) = A− A · V
V 2
V +
A·V
V 2 V +A0 Vc√
1− V 2c2
,
(A5)
Assuming that A ≡ (1, 0) and replaing V with v we
obtain the inside-one four-vetor (A4a). Taking A ≡
(0, s) we get the outside-one four-vetor (A4b).
Let us disuss the transformation rules for the diretion
s parameterizing the four-vetor (A4b). Let us denote
the Lorentz transformation for the veloity V with Λ(V )
and the veloity transformation (A3) with Γ(V ). The
ovariane ondition (A2) in an arbitrary inertial frame
takes the following form:
Λ(V )A(v, s) = A(Γ(V )v, s′), (A6)
where s′ is unknown. Using the denition of s:
A(v, s) = Λ(−v)(0, s) and the property of boosts
Λ−1(V ) = Λ(−V ) we obtain the relation:
(0, s′) = Λ(Γ(V )v)Λ(V )Λ(−v)(0, s). (A7)
The above series of boosts relating three inertial frames
in a non-ollinear relative motion is a spatial rotation [5℄
alled the Wigner-Thomas rotation. Suh transformation
does not aet the temporal oordinate of the four-vetor
and therefore there are no further ompliations in the
transformation law of the four-vetor (A4a).
Let us now onsider a situation, when in a given frame
of referene the veloity parameter has the diretion s
and an innite magnitude. Now we hoose this frame to
dene A. The transformation formula (A3) with the
frame's relative veloity −V after replaing v′ with w
yields:
s · V
c2
w =
√
1− V
2
c2
(
s− s · V
V 2
V
)
+
s · V
V 2
V . (A8)
Let us notie that reversing the sign of s in the equa-
tion (A8) does not hange the equation itself, therefore
the relations between the veloities w and V remain un-
hanged. This means that s an have transformation
properties of a vetor or a pseudo-vetor, whih has very
important impliations to the symmetries of the ollision
proesses disussed in Se. VI.
The transformation law for the four-vetor (A2) in the
onsidered frame of referene has the form:
A0(w,A) = A
0 + A·Vc√
1− V 2c2
,
A(w,A) = A− A · V
V 2
V +
A·V
V 2 V +A0 Vc√
1− V 2c2
.
(A9)
Taking A ≡ (0, s) (s is the only preferred diretion in
spae; moreover this ondition guarantees that A being
a andidate for momentum has the diretion of veloity)
and using (A8) we get:
A0(w, s) =
s·V
c√
1− V 2c2
,
A(w, s) =
s·V
c
w
c√
1− V 2c2
. (A10)
The above four-vetor is expressed as a funtion of the
veloity V that an be interpreted as the relative veloity
9of a frame in whih w attains innite magnitude and the
diretion s. We wish now to express the four-vetor as
an expliit funtion of w and s.
Let us take a salar produt of the equation (A8) with
the (pseudo)vetor s. We obtain the ondition (s ·V )(s ·
w) > 0. Taking a square of the equation (A8) and using
the above identity we get:
s · V
c
=
√
1− V 2c2√
w2
c2 − 1
sgn(s ·w). (A11)
After putting this expression into (A10) we obtain the
outside-one four-vetor (A4).
The last of the four-vetors (A4) is obtained by assum-
ing in equations (A9) the ondition A = (1, 0) leading to:
A0(w, s) =
1√
1− V 2c2
,
A(w, s) =
V
c√
1− V 2c2
. (A12)
To express the above formulas with the veloity w and
s we will transform the equation (A8) to a new form.
Using the formula (A11) we get:
V
1 +
√
1− V 2c2
= w − sgn (s ·w)
√
w2 − c2s. (A13)
Taking a square of the equation (A13) we determine the
Lorentz fator:√
1− V
2
c2
=
|s ·w| − √w2 − c2
w2√
w2−c2 − |s ·w|
. (A14)
Hene the expliit form of the relative veloity of the two
onsidered inertial frames:
V = c2
w − sgn (s ·w)√w2 − c2s
w2 − |s ·w|√w2 − c2 , (A15)
and the inside-one four-vetor (A4d). Taking a salar
produt of the equation (A15) with w we obtain the
equality w · V = c2 determining the relation between
the superluminal veloity w and the veloity V of the
inertial frame in whih w beomes innite.
The ovariane ondition (A6) for the four-vetor
(A4) in an arbitrary inertial frame leads to the equa-
tion:
sgn (s ·w)√
w2/c2 − 1
1− w· eVc2√
1− V˜ 2/c2
=
sgn (s′ ·w′)√
w′2/c2 − 1 , (A16)
where w′ is the veloity and s′ the diretion parameteriz-
ing the four-vetor (A4) in a new inertial frame moving
with a relative veloity V˜ . Taking the square of the equa-
tion (A3) and using it in the above expression we obtain:
sgn (s′ ·w′) = sgn (s ·w) sgn
(
c2 −w · V˜
)
. (A17)
During the transformation to a new inertial frame, the
diretion s follows in general the Wigner-Thomas prees-
sion. That's why the sign of the energy and momentum
of a tahyon is hanged if and only if the relative veloity
V˜ of a new inertial frame is suh that w · V˜ > c2, i.e. the
tahyon beomes an anti-tahyon. Let us nd the trans-
formation law for the diretion s. From the ovariane
requirement (A6) we obtain:
Λ(V˜ )A(w, s) = A(w′, s′), (A18)
where V˜ is the veloity of the new inertial frame, w′ =
Γ(V˜ )w and s′ is unknown. This ondition for the four-
vetors (A4) and (A4d) yields, respetively:
Λ(V (w′, s′))Λ(V˜ )Λ(−V (w, s))(0, s) = (0, s′),
Λ(V (w′, s′))Λ(V˜ )Λ(−V (w, s))(1, 0) = (1, 0),
(A19)
where V (w, s) is given by the expression (A15). The
above equations an be satised only if the three onse-
utive Lorentz transformations on the left-hand side are
equivalent to someWigner-Thomas rotation. This is pos-
sible if and only if transformations' arguments are related
via the veloity transformation (A3):
V (w′, s′) = V ′(w, s), (A20)
where V ′ = Γ(V˜ )V . Substituting it into the rst of
the equations (A19) we obtain the ondition dening the
parameter s in a frame moving with the veloity V˜ :
s′ = Λ(Γ(V˜ )V (w, s))Λ(V˜ )Λ(−V (w, s))s. (A21)
At the end, let us notie that the magnitude of the velo-
ity V (w, s) an't exeed the magnitude of c. Taking the
square of the equation (A13) and imposing this ondition
we obtain the following inequality:
w2 − c2 < (s ·w)2, (A22)
that limits the hoie of possible parameters of the four-
vetors (A4) and (A4d) in subluminal frames.
Energy and momentum of a tahyon with a mass pa-
rameter µ, veloity w and "heliity" ± = sgn(s ·w) given
by the expression (A4) or (12) have the properties that
energy tends to zero and momentum dereases to the
minimum value µc when the veloity inreases. Energy
and momentum inreases to innity when the veloity
tends to the veloity of light, so rossing the border of
|w| = c is not energetially possible. Therefore in the
two-dimensional ase the behavior of tahyons is fully
analogial to the behavior if massive partiles if only we
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interhange the temporal and spatial omponents of the
onsidered four-vetors.
From the veloity transformation formula (A3) for the
superluminal veloities one an onlude that observing
a tahyon moving with the veloity w from a referene
frame following the tahyon with a veloity V inreases,
not dereases the tahyon's veloity. When the velo-
ity V of the inertial frame is suh that w · V = c2, the
tahyon esapes with an innite veloity. In an inertial
frame suh that w·V > c2, the tahyon's energy beomes
negative and its momentum gets reversed in respet to
the tahyon's veloity. In the spirit of Feynman one an
say that in this inertial frame the tahyon beomes its
anti-partile [6℄. If we aompany eah world-line with an
arrow pointing towards the diretion of the propagation
in spaetime then a tahyon that moves in a stationary
frame with the veloity w ahead in time, observed from
the inertial frame for whih w ·V > c2 moves bakwards
in time. To make sure that the emission of a tahyon
is fully equivalent to an absorption of an anti-tahyon
we have to prove that the energy and momentum reverse
their signs in the same inertial frame in whih the veloity
beomes innite, so that reversing the sign of s is equiva-
lent to hanging a tahyon into its anti-partile. We have
shown that it happens indeed - the sign funtion that
regulates the sign of energy and momentum in expres-
sion (A4) obeys the transformation rule (A17). There-
fore one an always reinterpret the emitted anti-tahyon
with negative energy as an absorbed tahyon with posi-
tive energy. The interhange proedure is equivalent to
hanging the sign of s and must be related to the harge
onjugation operation C, as disussed in Se. VI.
APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF ALL THE
PROBABILITY-LIKE RELATIVISTIC
INVARIANTS
Let P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) and R(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) be
arbitrary smooth funtions obeying all the onditions
(19), (20), and (21). We nd that the produt
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn)R(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) is also smooth
and obeys the above axioms. Therefore in order to
obtain a general solution obeying all the axioms, we
need to nd all the speial solutions that are irreduible
to the produt of other solutions. Consider a Taylor
expansion of a smooth, ompletely symmetri funtion
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn). From the Cauhy's theorem on
symmetri many-variable polynomials [7℄ it follows that
it an be expressed in terms of a power series of the sym-
metri funtions E(k)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) =
∑n
i=1 φ
k
i in the
form:
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) =
∞∑
l=0
∞∑
k1,k2,...,kl=1
α
(n)
k1,k2,...,kl
×E(k1)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) · · ·E(kl)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn).
(B1)
The set of symmetri polynomials E(k)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn)
for the given n and any k 6 n is algebraially indepen-
dent. It follows that the oeients α
(n)
k1,k2,...,kl
suh that
k1+k2+. . .+kl 6 n are uniquely dened. We assume that
the Taylor expansion of the funtion P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn)
is divergent, therefore for n large enough the oeients
α
(n)
k1,k2,...,kl
with k1 + k2 + . . . + kl > n are negligi-
ble, whih justies our treatment of all the polynomials
E(k)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) as algebraially independent. In the
limit of n→∞ our treatment is strit.
Let us start with nding the solution suh that
α
(n)
k1,k2,...,kl
= 0 for l > 2. In this ase the invariant (B1)
redues to:
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) =
∞∑
k=0
α
(n)
k E
(k)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn).
(B2)
Inputting this expression into the ondition (21) yields:
∞∑
k=0
α
(n)
k E
(k)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn)
∞∑
s=0
α(m)s E
(s)(ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξm)
=
∞∑
t=0
α
(nm)
t E
(t)(φ1 + ξ1, φ1 + ξ2, . . . , φn + ξm).
(B3)
Using the denition of E(n) and Newton's formula we
obtain:
E(t)(φ1 + ξ1, φ1 + ξ2, . . . , φn + ξm)
=
t∑
r=0
(
t
r
)
E(r)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn)E
(t−r)(ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξm).
(B4)
Inserting the above relation into (B3) and using mutual
independene of the polynomials E(k) we obtain the on-
dition for the oeients α
(n)
k :
k!s!α
(n)
k α
(m)
s = (k + s)!α
(nm)
k+s , (B5)
whih is the Cauhy equation with the following solution:
α
(n)
k =
1
nA
αk
k!
, (B6)
where α and A are arbitrary onstants. Putting this into
the equation (B2) we obtain:
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) = 1
nA
∞∑
k=0
αk
k!
E(k)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn)
=
1
nA
(
eαφ1 + eαφ2 + . . .+ eαφn
)
.
(B7)
Let us try to nd out if the above speial ase generates
all possible solutions, or there are other irreduible fun-
tions obeying the axioms (19) and (21). Consider the
11
ase of α
(n)
k1,k2,...,kl
= 0 for l > N in (B1). In this ase we
have:
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) =
∞∑
k1,k2,...,kN=0
α
(n)
k1,k2,...,kN
E(k1)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) · · ·E(kN )(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn).
(B8)
By substituting this into the axiom (21) we obtain the
following ondition:
∑
σ,σ′
α
(n)
kσ(1) ,...,kσ(N)
α(m)s
σ′(1),...,sσ′(N)
=
∑
pi,pi′
(
kpi(1) + spi′(1)
kpi(1)
)
· · ·
(
kpi(N) + spi′(N)
kpi(N)
)
α
(nm)
kpi(1)+spi′(1),...,kpi(N)+spi′(N)
, (B9)
where σ, σ′, π, and π′ are arbitrary permutations of an N -element set. Without a loss of generality we an assume
that the oeients α
(n)
k1,k2,...,kN
are ompletely symmetri funtions of ki, beause any nonsymmetri omponent does
not ontribute to the overall sum (B8) anyway. This assumptions yields:
N !k1!k2! · · · kN !s1!s2! · · · sN !α(n)k1,...,kNα(m)s1,...,sN =
∑
pi
(k1 + spi(1))! · · · (kN + spi(N))!α(nm)k1+spi(1),...,kN+spi(N) , (B10)
with the following solution:
α
(n)
k1,k2,...,kN
=
1
nA
′
∑
pi α
kpi(1)
1 α
kpi(2)
2 · · ·α
kpi(N)
N
N !k1!k2! · · · kN ! , (B11)
where α1, α2, . . . , αN are arbitrary onstants. Let us ver-
ify what is the unknown funtion obeying axioms (19)
and (21) by putting (B11) into the equation (B8):
P(n)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) = 1
nA
′
∞∑
k1,k2,...,kN=0
∑
pi α
kpi(1)
1 α
kpi(2)
2 · · ·α
kpi(N)
N
N !k1!k2! · · · kN ! E
(k1)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) · · ·E(kN )(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn)
=
1
nA
′
∞∑
k1,k2,...,kN=0
αk11 α
k2
2 · · ·αkNN
k1!k2! · · · kN ! E
(k1)(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) · · ·E(kN )(φ1, φ2, . . . , φn)
=
1
nA
′
(
eα1φ1 + eα1φ2 + . . .+ eα1φn
) · · · (eαNφ1 + eαNφ2 + . . .+ eαNφn) .
(B12)
This shows that the only speial ase obeying the given
axioms and generating the general solution of the prob-
lem is given by the expression (B7). To omplete the
proof we notie that the axiom (20) demands to take
into aount only the produts of pairs of solutions (B7)
with opposite signs α and −α, as shown in the formula
(22).
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